Abstract. 2014 We show that strong electron irradiation of single-layer carbon nanotubes introduces distinct changes in the preferred morphology (shape) of tubes, from perfect cylindrical to a necklace of ridges which result from local deformations of the tube surfaces with the curvature on the order of the tube radii. The shape transformations in these free-standing closed two However, the monitoring of the exact shape transformations and evolution of the individual layers of the nanotubes to the final onionite stage is an impossible task since inter-layer disordering takes place during irradiation as a precursor stage, forming metastable structures full of defects [6] . Also, the formation of the graphite onions in the final state does not reflect the actual thermodynamic minimum shape that a carbon tube would assume if irradiated or subjected to extemal stresses but only reflects the minimum shape during the graphitization process of an intermediary disordered structure created out of destroying the original tubular but graphitic lattice of the nanotube.
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In order to study and compare the preferred shape of a tube of carbon (graphite) during externally applied effects such as irradiation one needs to consider the ideal case of a tube that consists of one single layer.
This has become a possibility after single-shell nanotubes having diameters between 1-2 nanometers were successfully grown recently/in the carbon soot, using cobalt and iron catalysts [7] [8] [9] . The structure of these tubes is of a one-dimensional hollow surrounded by a single-layer of graphite skin (or else a two-dimensional closed surface embedded in three dimensional space), with no supporting matrix, and if the carbon atoms present on the surface of such a tube were to move and reorganize, it could do so only along the skin (in two dimensions) unless the tube collapses into a flat piece. There is another possibility that the elastic strains introduced by irradiation (electron irradiation is a complex phenomenon and the effect created by it is almost always non-linear) may transform the tube into unusual shapes. The shape transformation of these free standing single-layer tubes that we report here may be compared to the conformational behaviour of membranes such as lipid vesicles or fluid membranes under strain, a subject of intense interest and reviewed in a recent report [10] .
The effect of electron irradiation on single-shell nanotubes was first observed by us in a VG STEM machine (while trying to obtain electron energy loss spectra by focused electron beam) at very high electron fluxes ( 1 08 e / nm 2 / s ). During observation, the tubes were seen "melting" under the beam (it is difficult to distinguish true melting from electron beam induced structural transformations) and breaking along the lengths; the tips of the broken tube segments transformed continuously into spherical (or oblate) shapes, of dimension similar to the tube diameter (~1.2 nm which is the size of majority of the tubes), ejecting these blob-like structures from the tips.
We have reproduced the effect in a high resolution transmission electron microscope (TOP-CON 002B), at two orders of magnitude lower fluxes, where the phenomenon can be observed in a more controlled fashion. The observations are shown in figures 1, 2. During irradiation with electrons, the perfectly straight and parallel fringes corresponding to the tube walls become wavy (forming an array of connected ridges) at first, creating necks which grow closer, and then in the final stages produce a necklace of connected beads. It is not clear if complete cross-linking between opposite walls of tubes occurs, which results in the fracture of the tubes or while closed rounded carbon structures detach from the tube tips. The process seems to be similar to the spherodization of very thin (nanometer size) silica fiber tips observed during electron irradiation [11] where spherical ball-like solid structures are formed and ejected from the tips. Here the hollow blobs (if closed) that are formed at the tips should probably correspond to some giant fullerene [12] structures.
Simple heating of the tubes in an inert atmosphere or vacuum do not yield the same results. The tubes remain straight and intact upto rv 1600 ° C (when the bulk sample is heated in a furnace) and no morphological changes are observed; the temperature of these thin tubes during electron irradiation should be much smaller than the above value. However, it would be interesting to consider how true melting would proceed and what morphological instability would appear at the onset in such a freely suspended one-dimensional surface structure, if it were heated to the thermodynamic melting point. In both cases (electron beam induced effect and true melting), the morphological instabilities resulting from the introduction of local curvature should be restricted by the possibilities of bending and rotation that the C-C bonds can undergo keeping the network continuous. Techniques like scanning tunneling or atomic force microscopy (AFM) should be able to probe such phenomenon in atomic detail and should be able to provide a better understanding of the behaviour of carbon bonds under stress or during phase transition and understand the changes in local structure. A recent AFM study [13] has shown that extremely narrow ridges can be introduced on the surface of nanotubes creating a ripple structure at the atomic level. [10] such as lipid bilayers. In biological systems it is well known that free-standing membranes undergo such budding transitions during conformational instability [10] due to stresses or during phase transitions. Carbon bonds are one of the strongest in nature and yet they seem flexible enough, since in a closed surface such as the nanotube, changes in shapes necessarily mean bond mobility. The role of the electron beam here is perhaps to put excess charges on the surface and create a non-zero surface stress. The tube surface seems to respond to such an effect by changing shape and thereby increasing the total conformational entropy of the system [10] .
